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bstract

Circumstances where “looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents arise are a particular subject of study. In order to better understand why normal drivers
ould miss a relevant event signaling danger, more than 500 accidents were analyzed in-depth with regard to driver–environment–goal interactions.
esults show four typical situations that imply two distinct mechanisms. When a failure arose at the perceptual stage, drivers actually never saw

he danger while they were going straight at a junction or turning left to park their car. When failure arose at the processing stage, there was
vidence that drivers saw the danger even when their recall of it was lacking. In fact, drivers saw the danger too late to avoid collision when they
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ere overtaking another road user or looking in a particular direction. These are called “looked-but-failed-to-see-accidents”. Accident patterns are
iscussed according to drivers’ goal involvement and local setting to suggest directions for further investigation with a special emphasis on change
lindness.

2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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. Introduction

.1. Background

Road accidents labeled “looked-but-failed-to-see” (e.g. Hills,
980) constitute a particular subject of study. According to this
tatement, drivers actually looked in the direction where the
ther road users were but did not perceive their presence. In
he last decade, such accident patterns have been described to
haracterize car–bicycle collisions (e.g. Summala et al., 1996;
äsänen and Summala, 1998; Langham et al., 1998). A com-
on situation is that the car driver approaches a give-way line

t low speed and often stops. Then, the car driver decides to
tart without realizing that a bicycle is coming up. In such sit-
ations, car drivers can look in the direction where cyclists are
ithout perceiving them. However, cyclists are not the only sin-
le road users involved in “looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents.

∗ Corresponding author. Present address: URECA Laboratory, Department of
sychology, University of Lille III, B.P. 60149, 59653 Villeneuve d’Ascq Cedex,
rance. Tel.: +33 4 42 95 37 21; fax: +33 4 42 20 59 05.

E-mail address: koustanai@hotmail.com (A. Koustanaı̈).

As Herslund and Jorgensen (2003) point out, this phenomenon 16

exists in the general accident category “entering traffic against 17

priority traffic” at give-way intersections. Road junctions gen- 18

erate interferences in traffic, which lead to a wide range of 19

characteristic hazards that are difficult to manage for drivers. 20

So, “looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents provide specific 21

situations, or contexts, where visual perception of relevant 22

information is disrupted. Despite objects’ conspicuity and 23

environmental display, specificities of some driver/road combi- 24

nations lead to behaviors, which do not take specific hazards into 25

account. Numerous physical and psychophysical restrictions on 26

vision could explain the perception failure. Thus, two important 27

factors are put forward; the first factor is the failure in drivers’ 28

visual search strategy and/or mental processing (Herslund and 29

Jorgensen, 2003). When drivers have learned a systematic scan- 30

ning strategy, which is effective in controlling most imminent 31

threats, they failed to detect less frequent and less serious ones 32

(Summala et al., 1996). Moreover, different maneuvers increase 33

drivers’ attentional demand and the potential for perception fail- 34

ure (Hancock et al., 1990). The second factor is the layout of 35

the physical environment, which promotes wrong expectations 36

about the situation that might be encountered. For example, a 37

001-4575/$ – see front matter © 2007 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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great proportion of car–bicycle accidents includes cyclists who38

come from a direction inconsistent with the normal car traffic39

flow (Hunter et al., 1995).40

Another aspect is the failure to discern the relevant stimulus41

when a vehicle approaches in the peripheral visual field of the car42

driver (Rumar, 1990; Lamble et al., 1999). At that point, other43

road users could be difficult to see according to the eccentricity of44

oncoming ways. Finally, specific combinations of these factors45

can complicate the detection of threat in traffic. For example,46

Räsänen and Summala (1998) show that failure to see a cyclist is47

highest at an unmarked crossing and at bicycle crossings, where48

the alignment of a car driver is straight and a cyclist comes from49

the left or the right onto a major road. Moreover, Langham et50

al. (2002) show that experienced drivers are less sensitive to51

a highly conspicuous vehicle (i.e. parked police vehicle) when52

parked in the direction of travel rather than parked at an angle.53

1.2. “Looked-but-failed-to-see” accident mechanisms54

“Looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents give specific55

situation–driver–task combinations, which typically result56

in behavior that does not take certain hazards into account57

(Summala et al., 1996). Studying these combinations presents58

two important outcomes; on one hand, it shows some aspects59

that are likely involved in other particular accidents. More60

than 50% of all collisions in road traffic can actually be traced61

back to a missing or delayed hazard perception (Nakayama,62

1978). For example, Rumar (1990) suggests that a basic63

driver error, i.e. late detection, arises from perception failures.64

Failure to scan a particular class of objects or to look in the65

appropriate direction leads to deferred perception of relevant66

information. So, specifications of “looked-but-failed-to-see”67

accident mechanisms present a greater interest for road safety68

and accident prevention corresponding to the identification of69

factors that decrease hazard perception.70

On the other hand, failure to perceive very relevant infor-71

mation in the visual field (i.e. a danger) reveals an important72

aspect of human visual perception. Thus, recent work on the73

“change blindness” phenomenon (e.g. Rensink et al., 1997;74

Rensink, 2002; Simons and Rensink, 2005) shows that major75

change could go unnoticed when it occurs during blink, blank76

or saccade. Assuming that someone blinks 12–15 times per77

minute (see Barbato et al., 2000) while making approximately78

four saccades per second, some authors question how this effect79

interferes with driving activity. For example, Velichkovsky et80

al. (2002) show that detection of traffic-relevant insertions in81

virtual environments was worst when changes occurred during82

saccades than during blink and blank. Moreover, Shinoda et al.83

(2001) also demonstrate in virtual environments that the ability84

to detect stoplight changing during blanks is heavily modulated85

both by the instructions given to drivers and the local visual86

context.87

Finally, most people firmly believe that they would notice88

such large changes (Levin, 2002; Levin et al., 2000). This89

“change blindness blindness” leads to the mistaken belief that90

unexpected events always draw attention and might help account91

for “look-but-failed-to-see” accidents (Simons and Rensink,92

2005). However, performance is varied according to either the 93

displays (static, dynamic or simulated), the change properties 94

(e.g. insertion, deletion, object-relevance), or the subject’s task 95

(e.g. when viewing as a driver or a passenger). 96

Because perception failure amounts to the problem of when, 97

what, and how information is used to achieve the drivers’ goal, 98

specifying mechanisms that lead to perceptual failure in the real 99

world should help to understand event perception in dynamically 100

changing displays. However, “looked-but-failed-to-see” mech- 101

anisms remain poorly understood. Most of the studies concern 102

some limited aspects of the phenomenon such as bicycle–car 103

collisions (Summala et al., 1996; Räsänen and Summala, 1998) 104

or accidents involving parked police vehicles (Langham et al., 105

2002). There is no recent research that covers all the questions 106

of the mechanisms involved. In addition, previous works suf- 107

fer from limited sources of information. Authors often refer to 108

accidents reported by the police, self-reports or insurance com- 109

pany databases (e.g. Herslund and Jorgensen, 2003) that could 110

possibly obscure some aspects of the situation. 111

The aim of this article is to better understand why normal a 112

driver could miss a relevant event signaling danger in a large 113

range of driving situations. We investigate in-depth connections 114

between general accident layouts, the driver’s current task, and 115

the characteristics of sites in real accident cases. We used a 116

statistical analysis of a detailed database of road accidents. The 117

French National Institute for Transportation and Safety Research 118

(INRETS) has been collecting information about accidents that 119

arise in the region of Salon-de-Provence (population 60,000) 120

and Aix-en-Provence (population 100,000) since 1989. This 121

database is constituted of a systematic listing of the general 122

accident layouts as well as the characteristics of site and those 123

of drivers. Thus, many collection teams, which are connected 124

with the police department and the first aid squads, arrive very 125

quickly on the accident site. To reconstruct the circumstances 126

as accurately as possible, they collect a maximum of objective 127

parameters (weather, geometry, brake marks, point of impact, 128

distance from the driver’s home, maneuver at hand, etc.) and 129

subjective parameters (drivers’ statement immediately and few 130

days after the accident, travel motivation, driving experience, 131

knowledge of the site, etc.). More than 500 cases of accidents 132

have been collected, involving more than 800 road users. Thanks 133

to this data analysis, we have extracted detailed information from 134

accidents in which drivers claimed they had not seen the danger 135

arise. 136

2. Accident investigation method 137

2.1. Criteria of selection 138

Van Elslande and Alberton (1997) have classified the acci- 139

dents of the database according to the functional failure that can 140

account for the breakdown of driving situations at a given level 141

of the successive processing of information (i.e. at the stage of 142

perception, information processing, decision-making or action). 143

From this prior distinction, the first criterion for selecting acci- 144

dents as “looked-but-failed-to-see” was the drivers’ statement 145

that they did not perceive the danger. Then, we found cases only 146

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2007.08.001
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for the two first stages of information processing: the perceptual147

stage and the processing stage. For accidents attributable to fail-148

ures occurring at others stages (decision-making or action), this149

reason was never pleaded.150

Then, we made more detailed selections from these two cat-151

egories. First, we selected accidents in which visual conditions152

were excellent (in daylight, with no masking of the visual field).153

Then, we limited the samples to drivers who must not be dis-154

tracted at the time of accident (i.e. no passenger, radio off, no155

mobile phone, etc.). Lastly, we verified that the accident did156

not occur due to either physical problems rather than attentional157

perturbation (i.e. no tiredness, no sickness, no consumption of158

alcohol or drugs).159

Thus, we found two samples of accidents. For the accidents160

due to a failure at a perceptual stage, we found cases were drivers161

have really no reaction (47 cases). Then, their statement that162

they did not see the danger was probably true. However, when163

accidents were attributable to a failure at a processing stage,164

objective data showed the presence of brake marks or change of165

trajectory on the accident site. It suggests that the drivers did see166

the danger even if they think they did not. Actually, drivers had167

reacted, but too late to avoid the accident (30 cases).168

2.2. Statistical analysis169

2.2.1. Principal components analysis (PCA)170

We used PCA in order to extract specific factors in both acci-171

dent samples. This kind of analysis is very useful to combine172

a large number of variables by defining a join corresponding173

to a factor that specifies equivalence, making it possible to link174

them. Thus, the quantitative contribution of each variable can be175

hierarchically described, allowing the rapid identification of the176

explanatory factors.177

We analyzed samples separately. We also compared sepa-178

rately variables that characterize the general accident layout, the179

display of the site and drivers. This method increased the rele-180

vance of the interpretation for each field and the strength of the181

interpretation (i.e. correlations between variables are stronger).182

Then, the separate analysis allowed the very specifically descrip-183

tion of the relationships between variables in each sample.184

For the accident layout, we tested 23 variables that character-185

ize the type of site (e.g. urban or rural areas, city center, etc.), the186

context of manoeuvre which account for the collision (e.g. going187

ahead through a intersection without priority), the type of colli-188

sion (head-on, side wipe, etc.), the type of vehicle involved (e.g.189

car-to-car, car-to-bicycle, etc.), and the general display of the site190

(e.g. straight road or crossroad, major or minor road, etc.). For191

the display of the site, we tested 31 variables that characterize192

the specificities of the site (e.g. category and type of road), the193

geometry (e.g. winding or straight road, number of lanes, etc.),194

the surface (e.g. state, dampness, etc.), and road signs (e.g. ban-195

ning, obligation, etc.). For drivers, we tested 51 variables that196

characterize the driving experience (e.g. mileage per year, fre-197

quency of using a vehicle, etc.), travel (e.g. motivation, distance198

from home, etc.), the drivers’ status (e.g. professional or not),199

the emergency and accident situation (e.g. task at hand, type of200

reaction, etc.).201

However, the drawback of using PCA is that the resulting 202

relationships between variables and between fields do not cor- 203

respond necessarily to existing situations. However, the interest 204

of our research is based on the possibility of assuming “how” to 205

consider factors together in the real circumstance. Consequently, 206

we first interpreted the groups of variables in the different fields 207

in order to identify factors, which are specifically involved 208

in the two samples. Secondly, we made an in-depth selection 209

of the accidents according to the variables underlined by the 210

PCA. Then, we found empirical accidents cases, which plau- 211

sibly illustrated the artificial variable combinations in actual 212

circumstances. 213

2.2.2. In-depth selection of the accident 214

Normally, accident cases that correspond to correlated vari- 215

ables can be found by calculating their contribution to the factors 216

(i.e. accidents which strongly contributed to the factors). But 217

here, the separate analysis of the different fields makes impos- 218

sible such a detailed interpretation. Consequently, we added the 219

specific variables showed by the PCA to the previous criteria to 220

go deeply in the selection of accident. At first, we selected cases 221

in which the totality of variables correlated with the first factor 222

of the different fields was present. Then, we selected the cases in 223

which the totality of variables correlated with the second factor 224

was present, and so on. Finally, we obtained limited cases of con- 225

crete accident, which coherently present the same variables as 226

those correlated with the factors, in the same hierarchical order 227

as the factors. 228

3. Results 229

3.1. Description of the principal components (PCs) 230

Generally, the number of PCs that must be considered is deter- 231

mined by adding the rate of variance, which must be greater than 232

80%. Here, the degrees of freedom and heterogeneity of the vari- 233

ables suppose that 10 PCs might be taken in account to reach 234

this criterion. However, our goal is to extract only the most rel- 235

evant factors. Then, we examine only the first four PCs, which 236

explained nearly 50% of the each sample. 237

Tables 1–6 show the linear relationship between the variables 238

and the PCs with the significant value r (i.e. the correlation coef- 239

ficient) greater than 0.707 or −0.707 (i.e. greater than 50% of the 240

variable is explained by its relationship with the PC). The first 241

PC best explains the whole sample whereas the second PC best 242

explains the correlation of variables with the first factor. Then, 243

the third PC best explains those correlated with the second PC, 244

and so on. When correlation values are both positive and nega- 245

tive, we defined the PC by identifying which factor could cause 246

simultaneously a correlation and an “anti-correlation” between 247

variables. When correlations are either positive or negative, we 248

defined the PC just by identifying which factor could join these 249

variables together. In the same way, we defined a single variable 250

as the PC when it was the only significantly correlated. 251

Tables 1 and 2 summarize results obtained for the analysis 252

of the accident layout. They show that the main PC is identical 253

for both accident samples. Correlated variables have the familiar 254

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2007.08.001
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Table 1
Correlation between PCs and accident layout variables involved at perceptual stage.

Component order 1 2 3 4
Percentage of total variance 10 9.15 6.65 5.80

Collide at a crossroad −0.920 −0.016 −0.071 −0.128
X-junction −0.889 −0.359 0.124 −0.128
No made-up −0.889 −0.016 −0.071 −0.152
No “stop” road signs −0.889 −0.023 −0.081 0.054
Collide when going ahead through a crossroad 0.210 0.846 −0.099 −0.308
Collide when parking the car 0.620 −0.793 −0.042 0.060
Urban area 0.345 0.783 0.066 −0.026
Involvement of a two-wheeled vehicle −0.307 −0.718 0.069 −0.417
Car collide with a two-wheeled vehicle 0.136 0.202 0.806 0.284
Presence of an obstacle on the road 0.368 −0.078 0.0815 −0.707

First line shows component order, i.e. the degree of matter for explains the accident sample. Second line shows its numeric value, i.e. the percentage of total variance
explained by the component. Other lines show variables and their correlation coefficient (r) with each component. Bold numbers show significant linear relationship
between PC and variable.

pattern of an “unsignaled intersections”, indicating that danger255

associated with these characteristics constitutes the very specific256

component that account for the accidents. This is consistent with257

the typical perturbation generated by “entering traffic against258

priority traffic” mentioned by Herslund and Jorgensen (2003).259

It is reinforced by Hamed (1998), who showed that absence of260

traffic regulation at unsignaled intersections is bound to increase261

drivers’ exposure to random and risky events. Results show that262

factors involved at unsignaled intersections have quite different263

patterns according to the level of information processing failure.264

First, at the perceptual stage, there is an opposed correlation265

between, which assumes that the “specific layout of the con-266

flict” is a predominant feature that leads to the failure to perceive267

hazard. This suggestion is based on previous demonstration of268

the special aspects of conflict with two-wheeled vehicles (e.g.269

Summala et al., 1996) and the specific constraint implied by270

urban environments (e.g. Underwood et al., 1997; Chapman and271

Underwood, 1998; Hamed, 1998). The third PC reinforces this272

assumption with the main correlation of the variable “car col-273

lided with a two-wheeled vehicle” that underlines the specificity274

of the conflict encountered. The fourth PC does not have a very275

straightforward interpretation.276

Then, at the processing stage, unsignaled intersection factor277

is mainly specified by the variables correlated to an overtak-278

ing maneuver. As Clarke et al. (1999) pointed out, collisions in279

these kinds of situations usually arise from a failure to observe 280

an operating indicator on the vehicle ahead, or misinterpret the 281

indicator. From this view, variables correlated to the second 282

PC strongly suggest that a “poor salience of junction” factor 283

could lead to the turning vehicle was unexpected. The third 284

PC is coherent with this interpretation because the correlation 285

of “head-on collision” indicates that misperception of the dan- 286

ger arises from an “outcome of overtaking” factor (if collision 287

occurred because a driver made a faulty left turn, then variables 288

such “swipe-side collision” would have been correlated). The 289

fourth PC confirms that accidents typically occur in complex, 290

urban areas with correlated variable related to a “highly built-up 291

areas” factor (which actually contain “two-wheeled vehicles”, 292

“pedestrians” and “town-centers”). 293

Tables 3 and 4 summarize results obtained for analysis of the 294

display of the site. Again, there is a comparison between the main 295

PC for both samples. Correlation structure strongly suggests that 296

the “urbanization level” is the main explaining factor. This result 297

is not unexpected since more or less urbanized environments 298

induce different aspects of traffic and visual display that lead to 299

typical constraints on driving management (Underwood et al., 300

1997; Hamed, 1998). 301

Thus, at the perceptual stage, results assume that the urban- 302

ization level is related to a “traffic display” factor. Actually, the 303

second PC opposes variables related to the traffic that might 304

Table 2
Correlation between PCs and accident layout variables involved at processing stageQ3

Component order 1 2 3 4
Percentage of total variance 11.34 7.10 6.40 5.70

Collide at a crossroad 0.707 0.282 −0.282 −0.546
X-junction 0.734 0.150 −0.077 0.329
No made-up 0.734 0.524 −0.030 0.322
No “stop” road signs 0.760 0.105 0.414 0.061
Collide when overtaking a vehicle which is turning left 0.115 0.755 −0.357 0.398
No crossroad frames 0.180 0.724 −0.030 −0.322
Urban area −0.664 −0.194 −0.769 −0.324
Head-on collision 0.653 −0.466 −0.707 0.079
Involvement of a two-wheeled vehicle 0.0143 −0.231 0.372 0.748
Involvement of a pedestrian 0.115 0.398 −0.357 0.745
Collide in town-center 0.329 −0.150 −0.077 0.724

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2007.08.001
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Table 3
Correlation between PCs and display of site variables involved at perceptual
stage

Component order 1 2 3 4
Percentage of total variance 18.60 10.15 9.40 8

Speed limitation at 90 Km/h 0.811 −0.201 0.400 0.074
Speed limitation at 50 Km/h −0.710 −0.464 0.0904 −0.009
Presence of sidewalks −0.812 0.035 0.249 −0.113
Hard verge 0.809 −0.325 −0.302 0.430
Presence of more than one way −0.081 0.830 −0.229 −0.134
Double-carriage way −0.184 0.799 −0.048 −0.000
Difficulty road signs −0.325 0.784 −0.101 0.299
Presence of road markings 0.473 0.757 −0.059 −0.189
Presence of central frame −0.134 −0.710 −0.009 0.174
Way without priority −0.134 −0.710 −0.009 0.174
No verge 0.049 −0.329 −0.765 −0.552
Verges unfit for vehicle 0.049 −0.329 −0.765 −0.552
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Table 5
Correlation between PCs and driver variables involved at perceptual stage

Component number 1 2
Percentage of total variation 14 9.95

Rarely driving farther than 50 Km from home −0.921 −0.145
Rarely driving along a motorway −0.921 −0.145
Collide between 9 and 30 Km from home −0.921 −0.145
Driving license obtained since more than 10 years −0.723 −0.019
No speed violation −0.707 −0.273
F
F

t 328

f 329

i 330

s 331

a 332

333

a 334

t 335

d 336

o 337

s 338

v 339

3 340

s 341

342

g 343

c 344

t 345

c 346

t 347

a 348

c 349

c 350
E
C

TE
oad without priority 0.277 0.268 −0.041 0.708
resence of urban made-up 0.014 0.166 −0.313 0.708

e encountered (e.g. traffic on “double-carriageways” or in the
resence of a “difficulty road sign”) against variables related to
he traffic function (e.g. regulation according to the “presence
f a central frame” or a “lane without priority”). In addition,
his environmental factor is consistent with the “specific lay-
ut of the conflict” which we obtained with the analysis of
ccidents layout. The third PC suggests that traffic display is
pecifically structured by a “clear limitation of the road” factor
i.e. the impossibility to maneuver outside the road). Lastly, the
ourth PC assumes that such limitations are bound up with a
subcategory of the urban road” factor.

At the processing stage, the second PC contrasts variables
hat are consistent with the “poor salience of the junction” factor
howed with the analysis of accident layout. Thus, we propose
hat a “presence/absence of a central frame” factor is a salient
ndication of the presence of a crossroad. The third PC also
upports this assumption, with the special correlation of “large
econdary road”, which is actually without priority but makes
t possible to overtake other vehicles. The fourth PC reinforces
U
N
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his suggestion because variables can be related to a “rectilinear”
actor, which is obviously important in the decision to overtake.

Finally, Tables 5 and 6 summarize results obtained for analy-
is of drivers’ characteristics. Data sets are more heterogeneous,

able 4
orrelation between PCs and display of site variables involved at processing

tage.

omponent order 1 2 3 4
ercentage of total variance 14.80 11.19 8.90 7.60

peed limitation at 90 Km/h 0.713 0.438 −0.099 −0.211
peed limitation at 50 Km/h −0.846 0.148 −0.002 0.043
resence of sidewalks −0.730 −0.279 0.074 0.146
ard verge 0.730 −0.187 0.097 0.493
ollide at a crossroad 0.313 0.707 0.104 0.361
resence of central frame 0.035 −0.707 0.175 0.175
arge secondary road −0.109 0.366 −0.742 0.128
inding road 0.591 −0.440 0.032 −0.840

econdary road −0.193 0.298 −0.129 0.730
rass verge 0.367 −0.390 0.011 −0.739
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requently driving less than 50 Km from home 0.145 0.921
requently driving in urban areas 0.148 0.707

hen significant correlations were only found for the first two
actors. Results suggest that drivers’ “knowledge about driv-
ng activity” is the best explanation for failure at the perceptual
tage. The second PC assumes that such knowledge is linked to
“driving habits” factor.

At the processing stage, the main PC indicates that accidents
rose “at an unknown place”. Thus, the second PC indicates that
he “motivation of the route” could be attributed to the reason for
riving in an unknown place rather than the professional status
f drivers (variables related to taxis, delivery man, etc., have no
ignificant correlation). Finally, the fourth PC does not have a
ery straightforward interpretation.

.2. Illustration of the combination of variables in real
ituations

To determine the accident cases which are the most likely to
ive a comprehensive view of involved factors, we used the 43
ontributory variables given by the PCA as additional criteria
o make a deep selection in both samples. First, we selected the
ases in which all of variables correlated with the first factor of
he different fields were present. For example, in the sample of
ccidents caused by a failure at processing stage, we selected
ases which present simultaneously the variables “collide at a
rossroad X-junction”, “no made-up”, “no “stop” road signs”,
speed limitation at 90 Km/h” and “hard verge” or “speed limita-
ion at 50 Km/h” and “presence of sidewalks”, and “collide at an
nknown place”. In the same way, we selected again cases with
he variables correlated to the second, third, and fourth factors
f the different fields. Then, we found four stereotypical situa-
ions that present most of the correlated variables in the same
f “looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents: Highlighting the involvement
2007.08.001

ierarchical order. 357

Firstly, two situations were found for accidents caused by a 358

ailure at perceptual stage. On one hand, eight cases (occurring 359

n four different places) showed that drivers without priority 360

able 6
orrelation between PCs and driver variables involved at processing stage

omponent number 1 2
ercentage of total variation 13.20 9.90

ollide at an unknown place −0.921 −0.088
oute link with professional activity 0.032 0.706
o speed violation 0.176 −0.708
o maneuver violation 0.176 −0.708
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Fig. 1. Typical situations of “looked-but-failed-to-see”. Collision course is shown by black (“faulty” car) and white (“right” road user) arrows. “A” shows a example
of situation where drivers collide with a two-wheeled vehicle while they are going ahead. “B” shows typical situation where drivers collide with a two-wheeled
vehicle while they are turning left. “C” shows typical situation where drivers collide with an overtaken vehicle, which is turning left. “D” shows typical situation
where drivers collision with another road user while they are seeking a direction.

systematically slow down and look for an oncoming vehicle361

while they are driving through a complex crossroads in urban362

areas or crossing a central frame on major roads in rural areasQ1363

(Fig. 1A). Thus, they started and collided with a two-wheeled364

vehicle coming from either right or left. On the other hand, three365

cases (occurring in three different places) showed drivers turning366

left on dual-carriageways to park on the opposite verge. Thus,367

they collided with a two-wheeled vehicle coming from the front368

while they are crossing the road. These accidents arose exclu-369

sively on straight roads near a junction in urban areas (Fig. 1B).370

In both cases, drivers collided at a well-known place, which they371

took daily to going shopping or working for example.372

Secondly, two typical situations were found for accidents due373

to a failure at processing stage. On one hand, five cases (occur-374

ring in five different places) showed that drivers collided with375

a car or a two-wheeled vehicle that was turning left while they376

were overtaking it (Fig. 1C). These accidents took place on large377

and straight secondary roads, near an inconspicuous crossroad378

in urban and suburban areas. In addition, the road user who was379

overtaken had obviously shown his/her intention to turn left (e.g.380

activated indicators). On the other hand, 11 cases (occurring in381

five different places) showed that drivers collided with a pedes-382

trian, a two-wheeled vehicle or another car while they had been383

seeking a direction. Again, drivers saw other road-users but were384

totally surprised by their action. These accidents took place at385

complex crossings in urban and rural areas (Fig. 1D). No spe-386

cific maneuver was found with ACP because drivers collided as 387

they were going straight, or turning left or right. Lastly, in both 388

cases the drivers collided at a place they did not know well. Their 389

travel was link to a professional activity like meeting, visiting 390

people or going to for recruitment. 391

4. Interpretation 392

The description of the principal components and the in-depth 393

selection of accidents provide some interesting interpretations 394

of the mechanisms involved in “looked-but-failed-to-see” acci- 395

dents. The first and maybe the most important results is that 396

there are two kinds of accidents. Although they correspond to 397

the same criteria, two different mechanisms seem to be involved: 398

either an oncoming vehicle is not perceived and the drivers really 399

see nothing, or it is perceived but not the signs that indicate 400

its intentions. In this later case, drivers see the danger even if 401

they think they not. Here is a crucial point of our investigation: 402

even these two mechanisms are comparable in numerous points, 403

they lead both to “looked-but-failed-to-see” in a distinct way. 404

Then, we found that the two important factors as those put for- 405

ward in literature to explain this type of accident (i.e. failure 406

in drivers’ visual search strategy and the layout of the physical 407

environment, which promotes wrong expectations) can lead to 408

this distinction: the explanatory factors involved at perceptive 409

stage are rather related to the setup of the visual search whereas 410

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.aap.2007.08.001
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those implied at the level of the treatment are rather related to411

the setup of the visual environment.412

First, we found the same “failure in visual search” explana-413

tory factors at the perceptual stage as that explaining failure to414

perceive two-wheeled vehicles in the literature. Actually, fail-415

ure to detect danger is characterized by a combination between416

the specific layout of the conflict in unsignaled intersection, the417

specific traffic display according to the road category, and the418

drivers’ experience. However, many aspects are different from419

the literature. For instance, our results show that the accidents420

involve all “two-wheeled vehicle” types, including bicycles,421

motorbikes, mopeds, and scooters (none of these specific vari-422

ables is significantly correlated). Moreover, the “specific layout423

of conflict” factor shows that the misperception is linked to424

a maneuver placed in the continuum between “going straight425

ahead” and “parking the car”. It probably excludes the impli-426

cation of the “right-hand turn” usually recognized in this type427

of accidents (see Summala et al., 1997). Furthermore, There isQ2428

no correlation with the presence of particular road organization429

(e.g. cycle path).430

Consequently, our results do not assume that two-wheeled431

vehicles come from a direction inconsistent with the rest of the432

traffic. In regard with the prior description in the literature, our433

study suggest that drivers failed to see a two-wheeled vehicle434

mainly because it has atypical properties in comparison with the435

rest of the traffic; illustrations show that situations are obviously436

complex when drivers lead to numerous sources of hazard. In437

such complex traffic conditions, the driver’s attentional demand438

increases because he/she must control threats at an ambient level439

(Crundall et al., 1998). Thus, experienced drivers have learned440

a systematic scanning strategy, which is effective in control-441

ling most imminent threats, but increases the potential failure442

to detect less frequent and less serious ones (Summala et al.,443

1996). Now, for a car driver, the consequences of a collision444

with any two-wheeled vehicles are obviously less damageable445

than collision with another type of vehicle. In addition, conflict446

with two-wheeled vehicle shows atypical layout (e.g. movement,447

position on the road, speed, conspicuity) that is unusual for car448

drivers. Thus, atypical properties of two-wheeled vehicles are449

very likely to explain why they fail to draw attention in typical450

circumstances than their unexpected incoming into the normal451

traffic.452

Otherwise, we found the same “layout of physical environ-453

ment” explanatory factors at processing stage, which promotes454

wrong expectations as described in the literature. Actually, fail-455

ure to see warning signs about a wide range of road users456

from a combination between the poor salience of junction in457

unsignaled intersections, the specific display of the road, and458

the knowledge of the place. This combination lead to situa-459

tions where relevant information is not sufficiently available460

to perform a complex task, whereas the drivers’ visual search461

strategy is limited to specific goal-dependant objects. In fact,462

the outcome of overtaking depends on whether the overtak-463

ing driver successfully carries out the appropriate checks and464

assessments before pulling out to begin the maneuver (Clarke465

et al., 1999). When environmental signs of the overtaken vehi-466

cle’s turning are not conspicuous, the overtaking driver fails to467

look at the appropriate indication, such as an operating indica- 468

tor. This interpretation is reinforced by the illustration resulting 469

from the deep selection into this accident sample (see Fig. 1D). 470

Actually, a driver who is looking for a direction must find the 471

relevant information as to which way to go before entering into 472

a road. If this information does not “pop out”, then the increase 473

in the driver’s attention toward searching for this special infor- 474

mation decreases perception of relevant information about other 475

road users. 476

5. Conclusion 477

We found that knowledge of the driving activity and learned 478

scanning strategies lead to perceptual failures, whereas knowl- 479

edge of the site and indication availability lead to processing 480

failure. It follows that perception failure is induced by the 481

increasing number of dangers that might be expected, whereas 482

processing failure is induced by difficulty in selecting relevant 483

information for steering. Finally, in both cases, failure arises 484

because another road user is not perceived as a potential hazard. 485

Thus, we suggest that the intrinsic properties of two-wheeled 486

vehicles do not capture the attention at the first stage of informa- 487

tion processing (i.e. perceptual stage), whereas cue availability 488

in the visual environment leads to a wrong understanding at 489

a more integrative stage (i.e. processing stage). So, we sup- 490

pose that perceptual failure is rather caused by internal factors 491

whereas processing failure is caused by more external factors, 492

which both disorient visual scanning strategies. 493

In conclusion, we note that accident analysis showed that 494

driver’s goal plays a crucial role in the failure to perceived dan- 495

ger. Actually, if some environmental aspects may differ from 496

one typical situation to another, the drivers’ goal is always the 497

same. We suggest that failure arises because the task at hand, 498

meaning the visual search strategy, is inadequate for the cur- 499

rent situation. Such a mechanism is invoked to explain the 500

“change blindness” phenomenon. Large object changes that 501

occur during blink, blank or saccade could go unnoticed if they 502

present a “marginal interest” for the task at hand (Rensink et 503

al., 1997). Thus, “looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents could also 504

arise because hazardous events seem marginal for the current 505

goal. This could explain why failure arises in specific contexts 506

with the occurrence of a specific hazard; the spatiotemporal 507

distribution of gaze implied by the completion of the current 508

maneuver in a given environment could lead to representational 509

gaps. Then, certain event cannot attract attention according to 510

their spatial and temporal configurations. But, as Triesch et al. 511

(2003) point out, it is unclear in how far results obtained in 512

change blindness can be generalized to normal visually guided 513

behavior where subjects do not expect any change. Indeed, in 514

typical change blindness experiments, the subjects are explic- 515

itly instructed to look for changes. Thus, they suffer from a 516

lack of studies in the real world. So, “looked-but-failed-to-see” 517

situations might be a very interesting research field in natural 518

settings. 519

Lastly, we have some indicative results to provide readers 520

with some recommendations about the study of “looked-but- 521

failed-to-see”. Actually, we found different accident patterns 522
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than those usually described in the literature. We suggest that523

this difference results from bias due to local characteristics of524

infrastructures, road networks, typical installations, and road525

user habits in our accident samples. This demonstrates that acci-526

dent patterns are very specific and should be generalized with527

care. For example, the geographic zone where information about528

accidents was collected provides very few cycle tracks. Thus, our529

results would not present a specific aspect such as the unexpected530

oncoming of a bicycle (cf. Hunter et al., 1995), but covers more531

general aspects of two-wheeled vehicles. In the same way, we532

found a typical situation that is the most common error made533

when overtaking, i.e. overtaking a vehicle that is turning left.534

However, this complex maneuver can fail in a number of dif-535

ferent ways. Each sub-type of overtaking accident has its own536

associated causes and types of driver (Clarke et al., 1998). So,537

mechanisms that we allocated to this typical situation constituted538

only a certain aspect of the accidents rather than the major cause.539

Thus, special attention has to be devoted to sampling accidents540

according to specific subjects of study.541

Finally, this last point brings us to the question of what we542

really call “looked–but-failed-to-see”. Actually, we found situ-543

ations where another road user is seen, but his/her intention is544

not perceived. However, car drivers claim that they see noth-545

ing. At this stage the meaning of “looked-but-failed-to-see”546

is re-questioned. Indeed, processing failure shows the drivers’547

inability to perceive warning signs that are very salient and rel-548

evant. According to this view, many levels of failure might be549

considered, one resulting from a purely perceptual phenomenon,550

the other resulting from the integrative course of information.551

Consequently, the strong probability of interactions between552

these two levels (i.e. between the failure in the driver’s visual553

search strategy and the layout of the physical environment)554

confirms that the “look-but-failed-to-see” phenomenon may be555

involved in a wide variety of road accidents.556

In summary, “looked-but-failed-to-see” accidents show an557

aspect of visual representation limits. Typical failure to per-558

ceive danger in various road structuring reinforces the idea that559

these situations underline a robust aspect of human perception.560

Our study showed that perception failure may be distinguished561

from processing failure, which implies different mechanisms.562

We explained the reason but not the occurrence of failure to per-563

ceived danger. We finally propose that future research should564

investigate the possible link between failure to perceive danger565

and change blindness. Such work could help road designers to566

find countermeasures to fill in potential representational gaps.567

They could also help authors to interpret the change blind-568

ness phenomenon, because at present these experiments do not569

take actions following human visual perception sufficiently into570

account.571
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